
 
  
 
9:00 am – 11:30 pm                     11:00 pm- 1:30 pm                         1:00 pm -  4:00 pm 
 

1.  Kids Tent Area (sample jobs) 
  

PHOTO BOOTH ATTENDANT 
Help kids select from an assortment of equipment, clothing, and props related to wildlife or a National 
Wildlife Refuge.  May assist in taking photos but no camera or photography experience required…this is a 
“selfie” booth only!  Camera!  Action! 
 

TREE COOKIES 
Help kids discover what a tree looks like on the inside. Lead them to identify some parts of a tree, and 
find and mark their age in “tree years.” Kids can also paint a tree cookie medallion. 
  

BIRD ID GAME 
Help kids identify and pick out birds in a line up.  Children will look at a detailed photo and then choose 
one of three photos to identify the bird. 
  

FACE PAINTING 
Volunteers/artists are needed to paint children’s faces with wildlife animals. We provide paint, stencils, 
and brushes. 
  

OWL PELLETS 
The leader will help kids to explore dried, sanitized owl pellets ready for kids and see what the owl had for 
dinner. Six stations will be set up with simple dissection tools and bone ID sheets.. 
 

CRAFTY BIRD MASK 
Leaders will assist kids with a paper craft by tracing, coloring, folding, cutting, and gluing materials 
together, transforming an ordinary paper plate into a bird mask. 
 

BINOCULAR BASICS 
Leaders will help kids identify parts of a binocular (focus knob/eye piece) and learn how to use the 
optics.  Help them focus on large photos in the field and ask them to answer fun (and sometimes trick) 
questions about each photo. Help create the next generation of birders! 
 

BIRD SILHOUETTES 
Help kids with an activity to trace bird shapes and cut them out to put the silhouettes on a window to help 
prevent bird/window collisions. 
 

WHOSE EGG IS THAT? 
Supervise a matching game to identify what egg goes with what bird. 
 

2. Casting Pond 
Are you an angler who what to share you techniques with a younger generation? Come instruct kids and 
adults in the art of precision casting for prizes. 
  
 



3. Parking/Greeter 
Come join the front line in welcoming people to the event and helping to facilitate a smooth parking 
experience. Direct cars to available parking spaces. Rove parking grounds looking for additional spaces 
from people who have left. 
  

4. Litter Pickup and Maintenance/Information 
Roam the grounds looking for litter. Empty full trash containers. Check and spot clean restrooms. Direct 
people and answer questions. 
 
  

5. Canoe/ Boat line Help  
We need folks with canoeing experience to ensure safety on the water. They will assist folks with their 
canoes trip along Bayou Lacombe. We also need folks, regardless of their canoeing experience, to help 
with: distributing of canoes, paddles and life jackets; assist people getting in and out of canoes; and 
ensuring people form a line for this first-come, first-serve activity. 
 
Hay Ride Helper: 
The hay ride shuttle will move people around the event property. It consists of a pickup truck pulling a 
large trailer with metal sides and a gate that opens and closes. The helper is responsible for opening and 
closing the trailer gate for the hay ride shuttle. They will assist people on and off the trailer gate and 
ensure everyone is seated safely while the hay ride is moving. 
  
Pontoon Boat Helper: 
We will be offering pontoon boat rides throughout the event. I need volunteers to assist with loading and 
unloading passengers, as well as passing out life jackets and ensuring people stay off the dock until time 
to board. 
 
 
 

6. Concessions 
Food Tent 
Volunteers will take orders, give change, serve food and/or cook food.  

Fun for groups!  

 

To sign up contact  

David Stoughton 

985-882-2025   

 


